T3 Series Glare Shield
Instruction Manual
T3 Series Glare Shield was designed for the Bullard T3 and TacSight Series
Thermal Imagers to enhance viewing in bright, outdoor environments by
eliminating glare.

NOTE
The T3 Series Glare Shield is compatible with MobileLink handheld receivers.

Installation:
1.) Place the Glare Shield in your hands with the clips facing away from your
body and the Bullard embossed logo face up. The nose “notch” should be at
the bottom half of the shield, facing your body.
2.) With your thermal imager lens pointing down and the LCD screen facing up,
tilt the Glare Shield slightly forward (away from the body), allowing the rubber housing to overlap the boot at the top of the camera screen (Figure 1).
3.) Next, slip the clips on each side of the Glare Shield behind the nylon straps
of the camera and gently pull forward and down to create a seal around the
lens. (If you are not able to create this seal, use your finger(s) to properly
seat the Glare Shield) (Figure 2).
4.) To remove, place both hands around the base of the shield and lift
straight out.

Lens Replacement Instructions:
1.) Take the polycarbonate lens and the magnifying lens and place on top of one
another, with the smooth side out. The “rough” side should be sandwiched in
between the lenses (Figure 3).
2.) With the widest portion of the Glare Shield facing you, gently pull the rubber
housing apart and seat the lenses inside the grooves.
Order part number T3GLARESHIELDLENS

Clip Replacement Instructions:
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1.) First, make sure you have the replacement part kit T3GLARESHIELDCLIPS.
Using a 3/16” drill bit, drill through the circular area on each clip until the
clip and button detatch from the Glare Shield (Figure 3).
2.) To attach the new clips, place each button on the inside of the Glare Shield,
placing them through the corresponding holes.
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3.) Snap each clip to the button to secure.
Order part number T3GLARESHIELDCLIPS
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� CAUTION
When using the T3 Glare Shield with T3 Series Thermal
Imagers, TacSight® Series Thermal Imagers, or MobileLink
Handheld Receiver, do not position the viewing display
toward the sun for extended periods, especially during
non-use. The magnification elements within the Glare Shield
will cause damage to the display when exposed to direct
sunlight. Detach the Glare Shield when not in use. Bullard
will not warrant repairs resulting from sun damage
involving the Glare Shield optics.
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